A Unique Look At Agriculture
Sangre Grande is the largest town in northeastern Trinidad & Tobago. The designated project location is on the Velaja Estate.

Velaja Estate is located in the Sangre Grande Municipality sub-region of Greater Sangre Grande - Coalmine was initially an eighty (80) acre cocoa plantation situated on the original connector road between the South East and North East of Trinidad. Today, Velaja Estate operates as a small cocoa producing estate with the incorporation of an agro-tourism.
Nestled in Trinidad’s northeastern corner, Grande Agro Tourism Ltd sits on 10 verdant acres of the Velaja Estate. This agro-tourism enterprise offers its local and foreign visitors a lifetime of memorable experiences through its ‘For the Love of Cocoa’ and ‘Secrets of the Forest’ tours.
Innovation is the fabric of businesses today. To be competitive and sustainable, innovation must be part of the thread of your business. Smart phones and computers or tablets are basic essentials nowadays. Yes, even in agriculture innovation and technology have contributed to improvements in the quality of produce.
Agro – Tourism Sector

Agricultural Opportunities
- Farmers
- Planters
- Farm Workers
- Pruners
- Budding Specialist
- Harvest Labourers

Tourism Opportunities
- Cooks/ Chefs
- Tour Guides
- Historians
- Chocolatiers
- Event Planners
- Hosts
- Servers
Our Goals

- To provide our visitors with a new and refreshing cocoa experience
- To educate each visitor of cocoa as a primary agricultural produce
- To increase awareness of cocoa’s health benefits.
- To preserve the history of Cunapo, today known as Sangre Grande.
- To increase primary production of cocoa
FOR THE LOVE OF COCOA TOUR
(60 mins)

Learn about:

- Trinidad and Tobago’s cocoa history
- Cocoa field maintenance
- Trinidad Selected Hybrid (TSH) cocoa
- Cocoa house operations
- The fermentation and drying process of cocoa
- Enjoy the tradition of dancing the cocoa
- The impact of cocoa on Sangre Grande’s rich history
- Taste culinary cuisine made from cocoa
Experience

- A medium level hike through the tropical forest
- The beauty of local floral and fauna
- The old and magnificent rubber tree reserve
- The aromatic incense tree
- The soothing menthol fragrance
- All of the different spices
- The best of health and nature
Our delectable experience of the cocoa flavoured Trinitario Chicken and Almond Fish Fillet are unique tastes from the local cuisine.
Single Estate Products
Why Visit
Grande Agro Tourism

• Natural pharmacy
• Natural outdoor gym
• A one day family vacation
• A unique office retreat
• Unique healthy foods with fresh choices